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Abstract
Text processing is an integral aspect of information retrieval in today’s world. Various fea-
tures of textual data are being analyzed to obtain insight into the the patterns and features
within text corpora. In this thesis we propose a network-based approach called Communities
in Lexical Associative Networks (CLAN), which attempts to look at the properties of texts as
networks and extract meaningful information from the structure of these networks. The net-
works are constructed using the co-occurrence of words in the text as an indicator of semantic
association. Co-occurrence is quantified via three specific association metrics: joint probability,
correlation coefficient and pointwise mutual information. The performance of each of these
metrics is evaluated by extracting and evaluating word communities in a word-level network.
The best of these metrics are then used to construct a sentence-level network. These networks
are used for text segmentation using the Automated Block Extraction for Text Segmentation
(ABETS) algorithm. This algorithm extracts semantically coherent blocks of consecutive sen-
tences from the text. Finally, the Algorithm for Semantic Community Extraction in Networks
of Documents (ASCEND) is used to cluster these blocks into topically coherent communities of
segments and output a set of topics that occur across all the documents for the given corpus.
As such, CLAN represents a new hierarchical network-based approach to text segmentation and
topic detection.
As CLAN contains a built-in text segmentation algorithm, it does not need the input text
corpus to be divided into documents. Also, it is an unsupervised algorithm, which makes it
ideal for long unstructured text corpora commonly found on the Internet. In addition, the
ABETS algorithm is easily scalable, as it deals with small chunks of text at a time, rather than
the corpus as a whole. To access the viability of this approach, it was tested for multiple types
of textual corpora, namely, a collection of technical abstracts, a collection of technical papers
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and a technical book. Both the text segmentation and topic detection aspects of CLAN were
evaluated. The text segmentation algorithm was tested against several heuristic metrics, while
the topic detection results were evaluated by comparing its performance against that of latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA), a benchmark topic detection algorithm. Both text segmentation
and topic detection produced results comparable to existing algorithms while showing marked
improvement in some aspects of the analysis.
Though there has been a lot of work in the domain of text processing, looking at texts as
associative networks of words, sentences and text segments is an attempt to take a cognitive
view, rather than using explicit syntactic information or computationally expensive ontologies.
This leads to a relatively lightweight, scalable and intuitively understandable approach to text
analysis.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
The age of the Internet has led to a sudden rise in the amount of textual data. It comes from
disparate sources, and can be very diverse in lexical, semantic and structural terms. This has
created the need for the development of unsupervised algorithms for analyzing text automati-
cally and intelligently. Two of the most important tasks in such analysis are text segmentation
and topic extraction. The former seeks to split continuous text into semantically homogeneous
segments, whereas the aim of the latter is to detect semantically distinct topics latent in the
text.
The domains of text segmentation and topic extraction are interdependent ones. One of
the optimal ways to segment a text is along the lines of the topical changes in it. Also, the
distribution of words in the text plays an important role in characterizing both its structure and
semantic range. Early text segmentation algorithms were based on detecting changes in lexical
distribution or used word co-occurrence to find boundaries [1, 2, 3]. Later studies have tried to
capitalize more on the inherent topical structure of the text by integrating text segmentation
with topic extraction. Topic extraction algorithms too, have evolved from early frequency based
measures [4] to hierarchical probabilistic models like Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)[5]. LDA
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takes a bag of words approach and yields a set of topics characterizing documents in a given
text corpus. The most advanced algorithms advocate going beyond the bag of words approach
and try to extract information from the sequential nature of text [6, 7].
This thesis explores the idea that there is significant topical information to be found by
looking at the text at the level of sentences, and that this information can be used to segment
texts and extract topics with performance comparable to or better than existing methods. A
sentence is the smallest self-contained, coherent and nontrivial semantic element that can be
found within text, and co-occurrence of words within a sentence is proposed to be a measure of
how related these words are to each other. Such relatedness is then used to discover topics and
segment texts. Since the relatedness between words in a sentence can be defined meaningfully
through a variety of statistical measures, several of these are compared in this thesis. They
are used to obtain word-level associative networks called Lexical Associative Networks (LANs)
from the text. These networks, in turn, are used to configure networks of sentences, which are
then analyzed to detect semantic structure.
1.2 Overview of the Approach
The main idea behind the work in this thesis is to conceptualize text as a network of words
rather than as a bag of words, and to utilize this network representation to both segment the
text and to find topics in the text. The networks are constructed in such a way as to capture
the information present both at a sentence level and in the distribution of words across a
corpus. This is achieved by calculating the inter-node weights in the network using associative
metrics based on co-occurrence of words at a sentence level using three potential measures of
association: a) Joint probability; b) Correlation coefficient (CC); and c) Pointwise mutual
information (PMI). Communities are detected in each of these networks to infer information
about the text corpus. This methodology is called the Communities in Lexical Associative
Networks (CLAN) approach.
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The CLAN approach can be broadly divided into 3 steps:
Word Community Detection: If text is modeled as a word network, it becomes possible to
identify communities in this network as groups of words that are more strongly connected
with each other than with words outside the group. This is termed the Word Communities
in Lexical Associative Networks (W-CLAN) approach. An implicit hypothesis in W-
CLAN is that such communities bring together words that are related semantically and
potentially represent a coherent topic within the context of the corpus. W-CLAN is
applied on three different word networks generated from the text – one for each type of
association – and these are partitioned into communities using an efficient community
extraction algorithm [8]. The resulting communities are evaluated heuristically as topics
by looking at the most important words in each community, and the communities found for
the three networks are compared with each other to determine which type of association
measure is most appropriate.
Text Segmentation: The next part of the thesis involves using the associative word net-
works studied in the previous step to calculate semantic similarity between sentences,
thus defining a sentence-level network. The Automatic Block Extraction for Text Segmen-
tation (ABETS) algorithm is developed to identify blocks of highly similar consecutive
sentences as semantically coherent segments in the text. This process is validated using a
dataset where the segment boundaries are partially known due to prior information.
Topic Extraction: This part of the work builds upon the segments extracted in the last step.
As each segment is assumed to be topically coherent, clustering these segments based
on their similarity can potentially yield meaningful topics across the corpus. This is
implemented using the Algorithm for Semantic Community Extraction in Networks of
Documents (ASCEND), wherein a network is built using the identified segments, and a
community extraction algorithm [8] is run over this higher-level network. Each community
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of segments is seen as the basis of a topic, and a set of signature words is obtained for
each of these topics. Unlike the topics that could be found using W-CLAN looking at
communities of words, topics obtained from communities of segments can share significant
words. The topics obtained from this process are compared with those extracted by the
popular latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) algorithm [5]
The W-CLAN, ABETS and ASCEND algorithms were run on several different types of
corpora to check how well they performed in these diverse situations. The corpora that were
chosen for this purpose were: a) a concatenated set of abstracts of the proceedings of the
International Joint Conference on Neural Networks (IJCNN) for the years 2009, 2011 and 2013,
b) a set of full papers from the proceedings of the Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS)
conference for the year 2012, c) The Origin of Species by Charles Darwin [9] – a scientific text
with clear chapter demarcations.
The IJCNN dataset also serves as a validation set because it consists of short abstracts,
each describing a single paper. Thus, it can be expected that most abstracts will form a single
semantic segment, and that segment boundaries will often correspond to abstract boundaries.
While this is not always the case, it is sufficiently so that the segments obtained by the proposed
algorithm can be validated to a large extent by checking correspondence of the abstracts in this
dataset.
1.3 Justification and Advantages
Treating text as a network based on word proximity is a logical extension of the human method
of reading text in a linear fashion. This approach allows one to zoom out and see the patterns
that are missed in a sequential perusal. The different networks set up reflect various aspects of
the original text data.The word level network helps in finding of the communities of words that
are closely related to one another. These communities provide an idea of how words interact
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within the text. The sentence level network yields semantically coherent segments rather than
traditional structural segments such as paragraphs and chapters. Finally, the segment-level
network helps cluster similar pieces of text across the corpus and provide a set of topics spanning
it. Together, these networks capture the gist of the corpus, while at the same time reducing the
dimensionality of the data.
It can also be argued that this approach to analyzing text is conceptually closer to the
actual dynamics that take place during the composition of a text. Text is the output of a
human cognitive process [10], and is better defined as arising from the percolation of concepts
and ideas in a mental network of associations rather than as a sequential word-generation process
(as defined in Markov models) or a bag of words (as in LDA and related models). The segments
detected by ABETS can be seen as the linguistic expression of semantically coherent ideas,
and the text as a tapestry of such ideas, many of which refer to the topics that comprise the
main themes of any given document. The hierarchical aspect of the approach also captures the
essential facts that ideas are built from words, and documents are built from ideas organized
through topics. This contrasts with LDA, which sees documents as mixtures of topics, each of
which generates words with certain probability.
The proposed approach provides several concrete advantages, including the following:
1. A natural consequence of using sentence level data is the ability to segment the text based
on the similarity between consecutive sentences. As a result, this approach can work with
long single texts such as books, even if they are not divided into separate documents.
2. Each component of the process is quite efficient, thus creating a highly scalable and
lightweight algorithm.
3. Being an unsupervised method, it does not need labeled training data and is thus more
viable than supervised methods.
4. The method is independent of the underlying grammatical structure and the lexical id-
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iosyncrasies of a given language, and thus can potentially be applied as is on texts from
many languages.
5. The method represents a more cognitively grounded approach to analyzing textual data
[11].
1.4 Thesis Organization
The rest of this dissertation is organized in the following manner:
Chapter 2 gives a synopsis of the related research in the word community detection, text
segmentation and topic detection domains. Definitions of relevant concepts are provided
here.
Chapter 3 details the work regarding the detection of word communities. The process for
extracting communities using different weight metrics and a comparison of the results is
also provided.
Chapter 4 discusses the segmentation of text corpora into topical blocks. A novel approach
for detecting these blocks is presented. The results for the algorithm are provided and are
discussed in detail.
Chapter 5 presents an algorithm to use the blocks detected in the previous chapter for de-
tecting topics in the corpus. The topics detected are compared with topics found by
LDA.
Chapter 6 rounds off the discussion by summarizing the observations and insights from this
thesis. Avenues for future work are also outlined.
1
1This work was supported in part by National Science Foundation INSPIRE grant BCS-1247971
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 History of Text Analysis
The study of the written word has always been one of the most informative gateways into the
workings of the human mind. Over the years, text has been inspected from various points
of views, from the syntactic [12] and statistical [13] to the neurobiological [14] and the psy-
cholinguistic [15]. The CLAN approach analyzes text using a network approach, and ultimately
attempts to segment the text and find topics within it. The following sections detail the progress
made in various aspects of the analysis of text, especially from the standpoints of text segmen-
tation and topic detection.
2.1.1 Word Clusters
One of the basic approaches to understanding text is to look at the dynamics of the words that
make up the text. This approach, first pioneered by Firth [16] has been summed succinctly by
Church [17] as “You shall know a word by the company it keeps”. Initial work on understanding
the mechanics of how words interacted with each other involved the study of simple word
associations. This involved both the study of polysemy [18] and pairwise word interactions [19].
But these studies methodologies looked at just a small subset of the overall dynamics in the
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text. This led to the development of word clustering algorithms, which deal with finding groups
of related words within a text. There are various word clustering algorithms, and most of them
are statistically motivated owing to the large number of words that occur even in small text
corpora. Some of the important work in this domain was done by Brown et al. [20], where
words were divided into classes based on the maximization of mutual information between the
classes. Another approach was pursued by Pereira et al. [21] using the clustering of probability
distribution to cluster words. These and other works established the mathematical groundwork
required for statistical word clustering on large text corpora. Baker et al. [22] then added
to this domain by using the word clustering paradigm for dimensionality reduction and then
classifying text based on these word clusters. The advantages of using word clusters over a bag
of words approach for the process of text classification were documented by Bekkerman et al.
[23].
2.1.2 Text Segmentation
One other way to utilize the similarity between words is to use it for segmentation. Halliday and
Hasan introduced the concept of Cohesion in language [24]. Morris et al. [25] use this concept
to create Lexical Chains that aid in finding text that relates to the same topic. Kozima et al.
[26] develop a similar concept called Lexical Cohesion Profile (LCP) that records the similarity
of words computed using a semantic network. The semantic network used here is created from
the English dictionary and similarity between words is calculated by spreading activation over
this network. Hearst [27, 1] and Reynar [2] improve on this basic idea by using simpler metrics
to compute topical boundaries. Both Hearst and Reynar use the fact that sentences belonging
to a similar topic are more likely to use the same words repeatedly. Thus, a change in the
pattern of word usage is assumed to represent a change in topic, and text is segmented on the
basis of such topical changes. Beeferman et al. [6] construct features using the words in a text
and use these features to construct long range and short range language models. Boundaries
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are set at locations where long range models show a dip in performance as compared to short
range models. Choi [3] calculates the similarity between sentences based on a cosine measure
calculated using the frequency of words in sentences.
Along with algorithms for detecting boundaries, some metrics have also been proposed to
evaluate the quality of these boundaries. A basic metric compares the boundaries detected to
those demarcated by a human expert [1]. Beeferman et al. proposed the Pµ [28] metric and then
the computationally simpler Pk metric [6] based on penalizing the misassignment of sentences.
A critique and improvement of this technique is provided in [29]. It should be noted that none
of the methods developed are very precise as there exists no “correct” method of demarcating
topical boundaries.
2.1.3 Topic Detection
Topic detection is a logical implication of the problem of text segmentation. If it is to be assumed
that text can be divided on the basis of topical boundaries, then it follows that the topics that
caused these boundaries can be labeled. The simplest topic detection methodology is the Term
Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) scheme [4]. In TF-IDF, the importance of a
word in a document is expressed as the ratio of its frequency in the document, to the logarithm
of the count of documents the word appears in. mathematically it can be expressed as,
TFIDFw,d = TFw,d × IDFw = nw,d
Nd
× log M
mw
(2.1)
where nw,d is the number of times the word w occurs in the document, Nd is the number
of words in the document, M is the total number of documents and mw is the number of
documents that contain the word w. A word that occurs with a high frequency in a particular
document, but is sparsely spread throughout the corpus has a higher TF-IDF value than a word
that occurs with a similarly high frequency in the document, but which also occurs in a lot of
other documents. Thus, TF-IDF is able to output a list of words for each document that can
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be said to be salient for the document.
However, TF-IDF utilizes very little of the document and corpus level statistical structure
of text. To overcome this, Deerwester et al. [30] proposed the Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)
approach, which is essentially a dimensionality reduction technique. LSI performs singular value
decomposition on the word-document matrix, so as to capture most of the variance present in
the matrix. This leads to a lot of compression where words of similar meaning are clustered
together in semantic space. However, this approach ignores the probabilistic generative process
that models how text is composed. The is captured by the probabilistic LSI (pLSI) developed
by Hofmann [31]. Here, each document is modeled as a mixture of topics, and each topic is a
mixture of words. Hence, it can be said that the each document is a distribution over distribu-
tions. Though pLSI is a improvement over LSI in term of considering the underlying mechanics
of generation of text, it is very difficult to model previously unseen documents using pLSI. Also,
pLSI does not take a generative approach to how topics are distributed in a document. The
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [5] model addresses this issue.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
LDA is a topic model based on a bag of words approach. In recent years, it has become the most
widely used topic extraction algorithm. LDA also follows the distribution over distributions
approach of pLSI, but in the case of LDA, the topic mixture proportions are drawn from a
distribution on multinomials called the Dirichlet. A topic in LDA is a distribution over a fixed
vocabulary N [32]
LDA sees each document as a mixture of K topics, {zi}, each of which induces a distribution
over the W words in the vocabulary. LDA generates a document d with Nd words by doing the
following for each word token: 1) Select a topic; 2) Choose a word using the word distribution
for the chosen topic. LDA is defined by two distributions:
1. The multinomial distribution of topics in a document, d, parameterized by θd = {θd,1, ..., θd,K},
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Figure 2.1: Plate diagram for smoothed LDA
∑
i θd,i = 1, where θd,i is the probability that a word token in d has topic zi. This defines
the topic simplex for the document.
2. The multinomial distribution of words for each topic, z, parameterized by φz = {φz,1, ..., φz,W },∑
i φz,i = 1, where φz,i is the probability of word i in topic z. This defines the word simplex
for the topic.
LDA assumes that each θd is chosen from a Dirichlet distribution defined over the topic
simplex and parametrized by a hyperparameter α, and each φz is chosen from a Dirichlet
distribution defined over the word simplex and parametrized by a hyperparameter β. The
Dirichlet and multinomial are conjugate distributions, and this simplifies the calculation of the
posterior distributions for θd and φz.
Algorithm 1 shows how a document is generated, where Nd denotes the number of words in
document dand there are K topics.
for each document d ∈ C do
Pick a document size Nd;
Pick a topic mixture θd ∼ Dirichlet(α) such that
∑K
i θd, i = 1;
for each of the Nd word tokens wd,n in document d do
Draw topic zd,n ∼Multinomial(θd);
Draw word wd,n ∼Multinomial(φzd,n), where φ ∼ Dirichlet(β);
end
end
Algorithm 1: Generating a document using LDA
Here, p(zd,n|θd) is the probability that topic z is drawn for the nth word token in d, given
the topic distribution, θd, for document d. And p(wd,n|φzd,n) is the probability word w is drawn
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for the nth word token in d assuming topic distribution zd,n.
With the specification of the hyperparameters α and β, a document d of size Nd is rep-
resented by the joint distribution of: 1) The topic mixture θd; 2) The Nd topic assignments
z = {zd,1, ..., zd,Nd} for the word tokens in d; and 3) The word assignments, wd = {wd,1, ..., wd,Nd}
for the word tokens. Assuming that words are conditionally independent given topic and topics
are conditionally independent given the topic mixture, θd, this distribution can be written as:
p(θd, zd, wd|α, β) = p(θ|α)
N∏
n=1
p(zd,n|θ)p(wd,n|zd,n, β) (2.2)
If the topic zd,n of the nth word token is assigned as the ith topic – denoted by z
i
d,n = 1
– the topic probabilities are p(zd,n|θ) = θi because the parameters of the multinomial are the
probabilities of the individual outcomes.
The probability of the word assignments for document d can then be calculated by integrat-
ing out θd and zd, giving:
p(wd|α, β) =
∫
p(θd|α)
N∏
n=1
p(zn|θd)
∑
zd,n
p(wd,n|zd,n, β)dθd (2.3)
where the integration occurs over the N -dimensional simplex. However, this cannot be
calculated directly, and is done using approximation techniques of variational inference and
parameter estimation described in detail in [5], or using Gibbs sampling [33]. LDA outputs a
predetermined number of topics, with a word distribution for each topic.
An improvement to the LDA algorithm is the Correlated Topic Model (CTM) developed by
Blei and Lafferty [34] which adds topical correlation to the LDA mix.
All the above analyses are based on the concepts of word relationships and word occurrence
patterns. Thus, it is safe to say that the essence of text analysis lies in capturing the interaction
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between words and using those relationships to gain insight about the semantic structure of
textual data.
2.2 Community Detection in Networks
The CLAN approach is based on treating text as a network. One of the most important aspects
of analysis of networks is community detection. Community detection involves partitioning the
network into communities of nodes, and often helps in the discovery of the functionally related
objects [35].
A promising approach to finding communities in networks is to utilize the structure of the
network. Modularity [36, 37] provides a way to determine the natural division of it vertices
into non overlapping communities. In this formulation, communities correspond to structural
modules, where a module is defined as a group of nodes that are much more strongly connected
to each other than to nodes outside the group [36, 37].
Mathematically, the modularity of a partition is,
Q =
1
2m
∑
i,j
[
Ai,j − kikj
2m
]
δ(ci, cj) (2.4)
where ci is the community of node i and cj is the community of node j, Aij is the weight of
the edge between i and j, ki is the sum of all weights attached to i, and the δ function is 1 if
both i and j belong to the same community and 0 otherwise, and m is the total weight in the
network.
Community extraction tries to find that partition of the given network that maximizes
modularity, Q. However, doing this optimally is computationally hard. The Louvain algorithm
proposed by Blondel et al.[8] attempts to address this problem by developing a greedy hierar-
chical iterative approach that is computationally efficient and is able to output communities
with close to optimal modularity. Initially, each node is assigned to its own community. Then,
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a node considers all its neighbors and a merging of communities is done if this merger increases
the modularity of the new partition. This is done till no further optimization can be achieved.
Then each of the communities is taken as a node and the resulting network is passed through
the same procedure. This process is continued hierarchically till no further merging can take
place.
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Chapter 3
Word Community Detection
3.1 Introduction
Words are the basic building blocks of text. All higher level structure and meaning in a text
is achieved via the selection and arrangement of words. As a result, understanding how words
interact with each other can help in discerning a lot about the text in general. One way to do
so is by looking at the association between words in the text. There is extensive evidence from
neuroscience that knowledge is organized in the brain through associations [38, 39]. Given a
text, the associations of words in it can be represented as a network whose nodes are words
and whose edges indicate the strength of the association between word pairs. One advantage
of using this representation is that, while the network is built based on pairwise associations,
it can then be used to infer higher-order associations and other properties by analyzing the
network in terms of its structure and connectivity. Thus, lexical association networks (LANs)
can help characterize texts at multiple levels.
One important way in which a network of words can embody the semantic structure of
a text corpus is in its modular structure. Since words in the network are connected based
on their associations in the text (see below), it is reasonable to expect that words that “go
together” semantically are more likely to be strongly connected than words with less semantic
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relationship. From this, it follows that the word-level network constructed from a text corpus
should have a modular structure, with words related to each topic connecting more strongly
with each other than with other words. Of course, this structure cannot be perfect, since
many words participate in multiple topics, but it is likely to be quite robust because language
consists naturally of semantically distinct topics, each with its own vocabulary. The purpose
of the first step in the present research project is to check if this expectation is justified, and
to determine the best way to define the word-level network in order to capture semantics in
modular structure.
The main, critical issue in building a word-level network is the choice of inter-nodal weights.
Two networks constructed from the same set of words can show very different properties if their
associative weights are defined differently. Thus, choosing these weights to capture as much
useful information about the text as possible is an important research issue. There are many
possible weight measures, some of which are explored in [40]. However, from a cognitive point of
view, an elementary measure of word associations is to look at their co-occurrence of words at a
document level [41, 21, 22]. Aggarwal et. al [42] improve on this by introducing the concept of
Distance Graphs that connect co-occurring words using a moving window approach. We claim
that this idea can be refined further if the associations are built using co-occurrence at a sentence
level [43, 44, 11, 45]. A sentence level co-occurrence metric is able to uncover more microscopic
details about the word associations compared to a document level, bag of words approach. But
even with the decision to base association on co-occurrence in sentences, the issue of exactly
how to quantify associative strength remains open, and the first part of this thesis focuses on
comparing word networks built using different inter-nodal weight measures in terms of how
well the global structures that emerge in these networks correspond to meaningful semantic
structure inherent in the text. This is done using an approach termed Word Communities in
Lexical Associative Networks (W-CLAN).
W-CLAN consists of three steps:
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1. Building LANs with weights defined using various word association statistics.
2. Partitioning the LANs into communities using a standard network partitioning algorithm
[8].
3. Evaluating the resulting communities in terms of their semantic coherence, i.e., whether
the words assigned to the same community plausibly represent a single topic.
One reason for adopting this approach is because the ultimate goal is to detect topics in the
text through analysis at a higher level, and it is expected that word association measures that
give good topical segregation at the word level will also allow for the extraction of better topics at
the sentence and segment levels. The semantic coherence of the communities obtained through
W-CLAN can be seen as representing the performance of the underlying weight measure.
3.2 Text corpora
The text corpora chosen for this thesis were selected so that different aspects of text data are
analyzed and the general applicability of the approach can be tested. With that end in mind,
the following three corpora were selected:
1. The International Joint Conference on Neural Networks (IJCNN) corpus comprises ab-
stracts from the 2009, 2011 and 2013 IJCNN meetings. These have 519, 459 and 432
abstract files, respectively, and 1440 in total. These files were manually extracted from
CDs of the proceedings of the conferences. All original files have been processed to extract
only the abstract texts, discarding author, title, affiliation, etc. There are 11927 sentences
and 1981 unique word tokens in the IJCNN abstract corpus. The total word count of the
corpus is 95448.
2. Full papers from the Neural Information Processing Systems(NIPS) conference for the
year 2012 obtained from http://www.cs.nyu.edu/~roweis/data.html. There are 150
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papers in this corpus. There are 18746 sentences and 3160 unique word tokens in the
NIPS papers corpus. The total word count of the corpus is 171992.
3. The Origin of Species by Charles Darwin [9]. There are 5335 sentences and 1441 unique
word tokens in the Origin of Species corpus. The total word count of the corpus is 47233.
3.3 Data pre-processing
All three corpora were then processed as follows:
1. British English was converted to American English using a exhaustive wordlist (source:
http://www.tysto.com/uk-us-spelling-list.html) to eliminate spelling variations in
the text. This step was necessary as two of the corpora consist of a large number of papers
from across the world.
2. Words were stemmed using a Porter stemmer from http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~callan/
Teaching/porter.c. The stemmer helps eliminate multiple versions and variations of the
same words, thus reducing the token count.
3. Stemmed words were replaced by their most common original form so that texts contains
only recognizable words. This step is useful in making the results more understandable.
4. Common stop words were removed using the standard list at http://norm.al/2009/04/
14/list-of-english-stop-words/.
5. Every word in the corpus is checked against the 40,481-word English Lexicon Project
(ELP) master list (source: elexicon.wustl.edu). If the word does not occur in the ELP
list, but occurs with a frequency greater than 10 in the corpus, it is kept as it is likely to
be a topically salient word. If the word occurs in the ELP list, the following calculation
is performed:
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ELP saliency ratio =
frequency in ELP × 106
frequency in corpus × number of unique words in corpus
(3.1)
If the ELP saliency value is less than 1, the word is considered non-salient and discarded.
6. Words that occurred in fewer than 10 sentences were dropped. These words cause noise
in the network as the statistical probability-based analysis used in this method does not
work for words that occur so infrequently in the corpus.
The extraction of the IJCNN data and pre-processing on all datasets was performed by Mei
Mei, another graduate student in the Complex Adaptive Systems Lab.
3.4 Word-Level Networks
The word-level network (WLN) is the most basic LAN built from the words in the pre-processed
corpus. Each unique word is a node in this network, and the weights between the nodes are
calculated based on the co-occurrence of words at a sentence level. Three different measures of
association are considered to quantify this co-occurrence:
Joint Probability
The joint probability for the ith and jth words represents the probability that any given
sentence contains both words. It is defined as,
pi,j =
Si,j
S
(3.2)
where Si,j is the count of sentences where wordi and wordj occur together and S is the
total number of sentences in the corpus. The weight between nodes i and j in the network
is set as,
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Wjointi,j = pi,j (3.3)
The self weight of a word is given by,
Wjointi,i = 1 (3.4)
Correlation Co-efficient
It can be argued that association between words should discount random co-occurrences
due to the frequency of words, and include only the degree of co-occurrence not accounted
for by chance. One way to do that is to use the correlation coefficient of words as a
measure of association. It is calculated as,
Wcci,j =
pi,j − (pipj)√
pi(1− pi)
√
pj(1− pj)
(3.5)
Here, pi,j is the joint probability, and pi is the probability of word i given by,
pi =
Si
S
(3.6)
where Si is the count of sentences in which wordi occurs and S is the total number of
sentences in the corpus. The self weight of a word is given by,
Wcci,i = 1 (3.7)
The correlation coefficient has the desirable property of being confined between -1 and
+1, with a zero value indicating that i and j occur independently, since pi,j = pipj .
Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)
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The pointwise mutual information between two words is another way to quantify the
association of the words beyond what is expected by chance. It is defined as,
Wmii,j = log
(
pi,j
pipj
)
(3.8)
Thus, if the occurrences of words i and j are independent, i, j = pipj and the weight is zero.
Any positive weight indicates a positive association, with each word making the other more
likely, and negative weights indicating the opposite. Unlike the correlation coefficient, PMI
weights are not bounded. However, PMI has been used widely in lexicographic studies
[17, 20].
The self weight of a word in this case is given by,
Wmii,i = log
(
1
pi
)
(3.9)
While constructing the networks, all negative values were discarded. The reasons for doing
this are enumerated below for the different networks:
1. In the case of joint probability, there were no negative values.
2. In the case of correlation co-efficient, the negative values indicate a negative correlation.
However, it is very difficult to capture negative correlation on the basis of co-occurrence,
as, to truly capture negative correlation, the dataset needs to be very exhaustive. As this
is not the case, the negative values do not hold any significance.
3. A similar argument can be made for pointwise mutual information. Here, a negative value
indicates that the presence of one word precludes the presence of the other, and there is
not enough evidence to support this claim on the basis of a relatively small text corpus.
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In addition, all weights are symmetric and the resulting networks are undirected. Also, it should
be clear from the above description that the measures are not based on word frequency as use in
other works [5], but on the fraction of sentences in which a word or two words occur. Multiple
occurrences of the same word in a single sentence are counted as a single occurrence. This leads
to robust, easily calculated measures based on a natural semantic unit – the sentence – rather
than artificial windows, etc., as used in other studies [46].
3.5 Community Detection on the Word-Level Networks
Once the WLNs are built, the next step is to extract the modules – or communities – from them.
As described in Chapter 2, there are several approaches to community extraction in networks,
but the work here adopts the simplest, most popular one called the Louvain Algorithm [8].
This is a hierarchical iterative method that attempts to find the partitioning of a network into
mutually exclusive communities such that the overall modularity is maximized [36, 37] (see
Chapter 2 for details.) The main advantages of using this algorithm are that it is efficient,
well-understood and does not require a prior specification of the number of modules.
The community detection algorithm was run on the three WLNs constructed using the
different weight metrics, namely, joint probability, correlation co-efficient and pointwise mutual
information. The quality of the communities detected was then judged based on their semantic
coherence, i.e., whether the main words assigned to the community belonged to a plausible topic.
The weight choices with the highest quality communities were deemed the best for subsequent
steps.
The community extraction algorithm assigns every word in the network to a specific commu-
nity, but clearly, each community must have an ordering of significance for the words assigned
to it. There are many potential ways to estimate this - e.g., using a centrality measure [41] –
but W-CLAN uses a simple choice: The significance of a word in its community is measured in
terms of its footprint (F). It is the fraction of total associative weight it contributed within that
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community, i.e., the sum of its weights with all other nodes in the community, divided by the
total weight of the community. If word i is assigned to community C(i) and Wi,j is the weight
matrix of the network and n is the number of words in the community, the footprint(F ) of word
i in community C(i) is given by,
Fi =
∑
j in C(i)Wi,j∑n
i
∑
j in C(i)Wi,j
(3.10)
3.6 Community Extraction Results
3.6.1 IJCNN Corpus
The top 5 words of the 10 largest communities detected in each of the WLNs for the IJCNN
abstracts corpus are shown below:
Top Communities in Joint Probability WLN
Table 3.1: Joint probability-based communities 1-5 of 10 for IJCNN corpus
Community 1 Community 2 Community 3 Community 4 Community 5
network data features using algorithm
neural problem image results learning
model set information proposed based
neurons training recognition method optimal
present classifier extraction performance new
Table 3.2: Joint probability-based communities 6-10 of 10 for IJCNN corpus
Community 6 Community 7 Community 8 Community 9 Community 10
time map vector probabilistic voronoi
series selforganizing support linkage tessellations
forecasting som machine dm centroids
electricity refractoriness svm insulin cvt
load plural binary glucose polygon
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Top Communities in Correlation Coefficient WLN
Table 3.3: CC-based communities 1-5 of 10 for IJCNN corpus
Community 1 Community 2 Community 3 Community 4 Community 5
data cognitive network postsynaptic boundedness
results brain neural synaptic stability
classification agent inhibitory neurons ultimate
datasets robot cellular firing asymptotic
method behavior feedback synapses lyapunov
Table 3.4: CC-based communities 6-10 of 10 for IJCNN corpus
Community 6 Community 7 Community 8 Community 9 Community 10
movement pose programming amplitude thermal
vergence illumination heuristic moments temperature
binocular facial control invariant ir
eye face hdp transformation weather
disparity image dynamic fourier emission
Top Communities in Pointwise Mutual Information WLN
Table 3.5: PMI-based communities 1-5 of 10 for IJCNN corpus
Community 1 Community 2 Community 3 Community 4 Community 5
accuracy brain spiking hardware stability
estimation cognitive neurons implementation control
error behavior firing processor sliding
classifier agent synaptic parallel tracking
better mechanism cell circuit mode
Table 3.6: PMI-based communities 6-10 of 10 for IJCNN corpus
Community 6 Community 7 Community 8 Community 9 Community 10
illumination preserved forecasting patients genomic
facial matrix series clinical tumor
face projection days eeg microarray
ir space penetration diagnostic gene
image extraction energy signal cancer
3.6.2 NIPS Corpus
The top 5 words of the 10 largest communities detected in each of the WLNs for the NIPS
papers corpus are presented below:
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Top Communities in Joint Probability WLN
Table 3.7: Joint probability-based communities 1-5 of 10 for NIPS corpus
Community 1 Community 2 Community 3 Community 4 Community 5
figure function model set state
input distribution learning data action
neurons given algorithm training policy
time parameters generalization results observed
shows estimate network number reward
Table 3.8: Joint probability-based communities 6-10 of 10 for NIPS corpus
Community 6 Community 7 Community 8 Community 9 Community 10
acknowledgements subscribers crystal et genes
thank churn calcium al regulation
help incentive oxalate sutton transcription
grant carrier amorphous mason regulatory
science offers yeasts mozer protein
Top Communities in Correlation Coefficient WLN
Table 3.9: CC-based communities 1-5 of 10 for NIPS corpus
Community 1 Community 2 Community 3 Community 4 Community 5
function learning neurons sound toot
matrix state synaptic interaural dialogs
xi model response spectral rld
log problem activity cues elvis
exp algorithm recurrent monaural departure
Table 3.10: CC-based communities 6-10 of 10 for NIPS corpus
Community 6 Community 7 Community 8 Community 9 Community 10
price subscribers membrane saccadic axon
housing incentive channel microprism dendritic
budget churn ion chip wire
company carrier voltaggate neuromorphic arbor
west chum phenomenological device diameter
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Top Communities in Pointwise Mutual Information WLN
Table 3.11: PMI-based communities 1-5 of 10 for NIPS corpus
Community 1 Community 2 Community 3 Community 4 Community 5
exp task neurons spectral price
log learning activity subject housing
following dialogs cells sound company
xi problem synaptic location west
matrix method visual interaural budget
Table 3.12: PMI-based communities 6-10 of 10 for NIPS corpus
Community 6 Community 7 Community 8 Community 9 Community 10
subscribers acknowledgements nll paramagnetic uric
churn thank grammatical ferromagnetic acid
carrier supported codebook message oxalate
incentive funded ungrammatical code bud
chum peter symbol tap bacteria
3.6.3 The Origin of Species
The top 5 words of the 10 largest communities detected in each of the WLNs for The Origin of
Species corpus are presented below:
Top Communities in Joint Probability WLN
Table 3.13: Joint probability-based communities 1-5 of 10 for Origin of Species corpus
Community 1 Community 2 Community 3 Community 4 Community 5
animals period natural species cells
plants inhabitants selection forms bees
breeds great organic varieties wax
birds formations case generally wall
domestic change life groups spheres
Table 3.14: Joint probability-based communities 6-10 of 10 for Origin of Species corpus
Community 6 Community 7 Community 8 Community 9 Community 10
facts flower tierra - -
given pollen fuego - -
remarked pistil - - -
subject stamens - - -
chapter stigma - - -
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Top Communities in Correlation Coefficient WLN
Table 3.15: CC-based communities 1-5 of 10 for Origin of Species corpus
Community 1 Community 2 Community 3 Community 4 Community 5
selection sediment crossed carrier nest
life subsidence hybrids feathers eggs
natural formations fertility breeds food
organic deposited pollen pouter slaves
modification fossiliferous sterility fantail pupae
Table 3.16: CC-based communities 6-10 of 10 for Origin of Species corpus
Community 6 Community 7 Community 8 Community 9 Community 10
cells genealogical temperate germinated diving
wax classification arctic heron upland
intersection groups northern floated webbed
spheres arrangement mountains dried petrel
hexagonal class southern seeds thrush
Top Communities in Pointwise Mutual Information WLN
Table 3.17: PMI-based communities 1-5 of 10 for Origin of Species corpus
Community 1 Community 2 Community 3 Community 4 Community 5
serve fertility formations arctic prey
rudimentary pollen deposited land increase
organic crossed beds islands seized
alike sterility subsidence distant competition
purpose hybrids thick regions struggle
Table 3.18: PMI-based communities 6-10 of 10 for Origin of Species corpus
Community 6 Community 7 Community 8 Community 9 Community 10
feathers cells natura petrel -
pigeon intersection non upland -
breeds wax facit diving -
crop spheres saltum thrush -
tail hexagonal canon woodpecker -
Looking at the top five words in each community provides a good evaluation of their topics, if
any, but a larger view encompassing more words is needed to judge the quality of a community.
This is done by plotting word-clouds for each community using the top 50 words in it, with the
font size of each word indicating its significance in that community.
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The word-clouds for the four largest communities for each corpus are shown in Figures 3.1
- 3.9.
Figure 3.1: Word-clouds for the top 4 communities for the IJCNN corpus with joint probability
weights
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Figure 3.2: Word-clouds for the top 4 communities for the IJCNN corpus with CC weights
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Figure 3.3: Word-clouds for the top 4 communities for the IJCNN corpus with PMI weights
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Figure 3.4: Word-clouds for the top 4 communities for the NIPS corpus with joint probability
weights
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Figure 3.5: Word-clouds for the top 4 communities for the NIPS corpus with CC weights
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Figure 3.6: Word-clouds for the top 4 communities for the NIPS corpus with PMI weights
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Figure 3.7: Word-clouds for the top 4 communities for the Origin of Species corpus with joint
probability weights
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Figure 3.8: Word-clouds for the top 4 communities for the Origin of Species corpus with CC
weights
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Figure 3.9: Word-clouds for the top 4 communities for the Origin of Species corpus with PMI
weights
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3.7 Discussion of W-CLAN results
It can be seen that some coherent communities are detected by all the weight metrics. For
example, consider the community about Image Recognition that is present in all the analyses
of the IJCNN corpus. This points to the presence of papers related to Image Recognition in
the corpus, which is indeed the case. This, and other similar cases validate the approach of
dealing with text as networks built using word co-occurrence at a sentence level. However, a
closer inspection reveals that the communities generated by the three types of WLNs are not
equally good. The CC-based weights and the PMI-based weights yield communities that are
more similar to each other than those produced by joint probability. The communities produced
by CC and PMI weights are also more semantically pure, whereas those resulting from joint
probability weights often cover multiple topics. An example of this can be seen for the IJCNN
corpus. The largest community for joint probability is one that covers neural networks, neurons
and models, while both CC and the PMI split these along the lines of cognition and neural
dynamics. On a whole, joint probability tends to give spread out topics that cover much of the
corpus, while CC and the PMI give narrower but more concise topics.
It is also worth noting that the fourth largest community in the IJCNN joint probability
WLN emphasizes functional words such as “using”, “method”, “results”, etc., and does not
really represent a meaningful topic. This is because the joint probability weight metric empha-
sizes high frequency words, many of which are purely functional words. This issue is greatly
mitigated in the CC and PMI networks, where weights represent differential association as dis-
cussed above. The top communities produced in these cases are all meaningful, and the most
significant words in them tend to be those with semantic rather than functional significance.
The results for the NIPS corpus are generally of lower quality for all three WLNs, reflect-
ing the inherently poorer quality of the corpus. Unlike the IJCNN corpus, which was ex-
tracted in the Complex Adaptive Systems Lab, the NIPS corpus was obtained from an on-line
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source (http://www.cs.nyu.edu/~roweis/data.html), and included a large number of non-
sense words, textualized mathematical notation, etc., which was extremely difficult to remove
automatically.
Surprisingly, all three types of networks yielded good communities for The Origin of Species.
It is not clear why this corpus was easier to analyze, but it may have to do with the fact that,
as a single book, the corpus inherently had fewer topics in it, which could thus be seen more
clearly. Trying W-CLAN on more books may resolve this question.
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Chapter 4
Text Segmentation
4.1 Introduction
The W-CLAN approach study described in the previous chapter shows that constructing net-
works of words based on associative measures like joint probability, correlation coefficient and
pointwise mutual information result in meaningful word topics. The next logical step is then
to determine whether this paradigm can be extended to sentences. Sentences are the smallest
stand-alone structural units that can be found in text. If the weight between two sentences is
defined as the normalized pairwise sum of their constituent words, the word based weight mea-
sures described in the previous chapter can be used to build a sentence network, thus capturing
the similarity of two sentences as an aggregation of the similarity of the words they contain.
In general, text can be said to possess an inherent subtopical structure[1, 24]. An example
of how topics vary across text is provided in 4.1. It can be observed that usually, consecutive
sentences tend to be about similar topics, and show high semantic similarity with each other.
In contrast, consecutive sentences that are dissimilar to each other usually herald a change in
the topic. Thus, a useful way to analyze a network of all the sentences in the corpus is to look
at this network while maintaining the original order of the sentences. This network can then
be used to segment the text along topical boundaries.
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Figure 4.1: A rough diagram of how topics vary across text. This ebb and flow of topics is a
characteristic of text that can be exploited for topic based segmentation.
4.2 Sentence-Level Network
In the sentence-level network (SLN), each sentence in the corpus is represented as a node. The
inter-sentence weights of the SLN are designed using an extension of the weights determined
for the WLN.
Suppose W is the normalized version of the weight metric developed for the corresponding
WLN. If sentence a comprises m unique words, and sentence b has n unique words, the weight
between a and b is given as follows for the three types of weights:
Joint Probability and Correlation Coefficient Weights:
Wsenta,b =
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1Wi,j√
mn
(4.1)
where i = 1...m & j = 1...n
Pointwise Mutual Information Weights:
Wsenta,b =
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1Wi,j
mn
(4.2)
where i = 1...m & j = 1...n
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The self weight of a sentence, in both cases, is given by,
Wsenta,a = 0 (4.3)
Different types of normalization are used in the above cases because PMI is logarithmic
in nature, while the other two measures are not. The square-root normalization has been
empirically found to be better for highlighting the blocks in the case of Joint Probability and
Correlation Coefficient based weights.
A key point to note here is that similarity between sentences is not defined by matching
words, but through the similarity between words. Thus, two sentences can be very similar even
if they share no words, provided that the words in one are, on a corpus-wide level, strongly
associated with those of the other. This is an a corpus-dependent definition of similarity, and
operationalizes the heuristic – discussed in Chapter 1 – that co-occurrence of words is a strong
indicator of semantic similarity.
4.3 Sentence-Level Network Analysis
Though the SLN is a network, it is most useful visualization is as a connection weight matrix
maintaining the order of sentences in the text. In this visualization, even though no document
level information is included while constructing this network, consecutive sentences with strong
semantic connectivity appear distinctly as bright blocks on the diagonal, and can be segmented.
This is because the weights between sentences represent semantic similarity. Figure 4.2 shows
an example of this for a portion of the PMI-based SLN of the IJCNN corpus. The bright blocks
on the diagonal indicate semantically coherent text segments. It is also possible to detect which
segments are similar to each other across the text.
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Figure 4.2: The connection weight matrix of a portion of the SLN constructed from the
(a)IJCNN corpus (b)NIPS corpus (c)OoS corpus using pointwise mutual information weights.
Block and nested block structure can be observed along the diagonal, indicating semantically
coherent segments of text. It can be seen that the blocks for the IJCNN corpus are smaller and
the ones for the NIPS corpus are larger. This is consistent with the fact that the IJCNN corpus
contains abstracts, while the NIPS corpus contains full papers. The block structure is not as
apparent in the OoS corpus, which can be attributed to the different nature of that corpus.
SLNs were built for all three weight measures, namely, the joint probability, the pointwise
mutual information, and the correlation coefficient. However, the SLNs for joint probability
did not appear to capture semantic segmentation as the other two because of the noise created
by word frequency as indicated in 4.3. This, and the fact that joint probability tended to
give semantically mixed communities as discussed in the last chapter, resulted in a decision to
exclude networks built using this measure from further consideration.
Figure 4.3: Snapshots of the SLN for (1)Joint probability (2)Correlation Co-efficient (3)Point-
wise mutual information based weights. The PMI based SLN presents a smoother profile than
the CC and the joint probability based SLN.
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4.3.1 Automatic Segmentation Process
Once the SLN is built, the next step is to identify semantically coherent segments. This is done
by detecting consecutive groups of sentences that have high mutual weights in the SLN, and thus
appear as a bright block on the diagonal of the connection weight image plot. The algorithm
developed in this thesis for accomplishing this task is called Automatic Block Extraction for Text
Segmentation (ABETS). A preliminary, non-automated version of the approach was described
in [11].
The ABETS algorithm operates on the normalized SLN matrix H. To make the processing
faster, the algorithm only considers smaller windows of the SLN matrix at a time, since only
consecutive sentences are being compared. These windows are square sub-matrices of predefined
size located along the diagonal of the SLN matrix. Coherent chunks of sentences are detected
inside these matrices and then the algorithm sequentially moves the window further along the
diagonal. Use of this windowing technique makes the algorithm more efficient as the only data
that needs to be accessed at any given point of execution are the contents of the current window.
This allows ABETS to be applied to the analysis of large corpora.
ABETS also has two parameters that can be controlled explicitly, namely the tolerance φ
and the look-ahead λ. The tolerance parameter allows for some leeway in the structure of the
block detected. The look-ahead parameter takes into account the fact that coherent blocks
may occasionally be interrupted by one or two sentences showing low similarity with the rest
– possibly because they do not have enough words. The look-ahead parameter allows the
algorithm to overlook such sentences in the interest of finding large blacks, but the user can
control the degree to which this is allowed. These parameters help the algorithm to better
adjust to the variation found in written text, and improves the its quality. They are explained
below in more detail.
For every window, an initial threshold Tw is calculated, which is the median of all the
non-zero weights in the window.
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Tw = median(h
w
ij > 0) (4.4)
where hwij is the set of weights in the current window. The value of Tw establishes what
level of similarity must exist between two sentences for them to be considered part of the same
block. This is important because sentences in most corpora have relatively low correlation with
each other, and it is necessary to determine what constitutes a significant correlation.
The block detection process can broadly be divided into two sub-tasks:
1. Detecting the start of a block.
2. Detecting the end of a block.
Detecting the Start of a Block
A block starts when the ABETS algorithm detects consecutive sentences with a high similarity.
In text, it is not always necessary that all the consecutive sentences be related. Sometimes, there
can be a topically unrelated sentence sandwiched between sentences with high similarity, and
it may not be useful to let these trigger the start of a new block. To take this into account, the
look-ahead parameter λ is used to decide how many subsequent sentences should be analyzed
at the start of a block. Higher values of λ mean that more sentences are considered before
declaring a new block.
As it scans the window, ABETS determines when a block begins by comparing the means of
consecutive columns above the diagonal to a predetermined threshold. Each of these columns
represent the similarity between sentence si and sentences si+1 to si+λ. A block is started if the
average value of the triangle made by the consecutive columns is greater than the threshold as
elucidated in figure 4.4.
So, condition for block starting at ith sentence is,
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Figure 4.4: The values inside the blocks represent the cells considered for different values of
look-ahead. Suppose the current sentence under consideration is 1. If λ is set a 1, only the
similarity between sentence 1 and 2 is taken into consideration. This similarity is represented by
cell (1, 2). If λ is set a 2, the similarity between sentences 1,2 and 3 is taken into consideration.
This similarity is represented by the triangle of cells (1, 2), (1, 3) and (2, 3).
If ∃ L in {1, 2, .., λ} such that,
2
∑i+L−1
p=i
∑i+L
q=i+1 hpq
L(L+ 1)
> TW , (4.5)
where p < q
Once inside a block, the threshold is recalculated. This is done as different blocks have
varying average correlation. Whether a sentence should be added to the block can be determined
better if the block is used as a reference instead of a generic value calculated over a larger set.
The new threshold is calculated as,
Tblock = mean(h
block
ij ) (4.6)
This helps avoid strong blocks spuriously rejecting lower similarity sentences. It also helps in
preventing weak blocks from merging into strong blocks. Thus, the overall quality of the blocks
is improved.
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Detecting the End of a Block
After recalculating the threshold, the ABETS algorithm checks the first column outside the
block. The average value of the column is then compared to the dynamically calculated thresh-
old. The φ parameter controls the conditions for the end of a block by deciding how many
consecutive sentences can with low similarity to the current block can be allowed before it is
concluded that the topical block has ended. Thus, φ allows for the blocks to contain some
apparently unrelated sentences, provided that the sentences following the unrelated sentences
are sufficiently related to sentences preceding them, as shown in figure 4.5.
In terms of the window, if the number of consecutive columns below threshold is greater
than φ, the block is ended. Else, the count of tolerated sentences is incremented, the algorithm
moves to the next column, and the process for detecting the end of a block is repeated.
Hence, the condition for ending a block at the ith sentence is,
If ∀ t in {0, 1, .., φ},∑i+t
p=i hp,i+t+1
t+ 1
< Tblock (4.7)
Once the end of the window is reached, a new window is considered which begins at the
sentence following the end of the last completely detected block. Hence, the windows may be
overlapping to accommodate blocks that might otherwise stretch across the window boundaries.
Post-Processing to Improve Block Detection
After the ABETS algorithm completes one run over the whole SLN matrix H, it goes over all the
detected blocks and attempts to merge blocks that were inadvertently split by the algorithm.
There is a chance of this happening as the algorithm doesn’t look at the whole picture in the
first run, but looks at the data in a sequential order. Two consecutive blocks A and B are
merged if the average similarity of the combined block is greater than either A or B. That is, if
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Figure 4.5: Tolerance allows the algorithm to overlook the presence of one unrelated sentence
inside a block so long as the subsequent sentences are related to the prior sentences. For eg,
tolerance allows us to consider the all 6 sentences as one block, even though sentence 4 is
not correlated to any sentence in the block. This is because sentences 1-3 shown similarity to
sentences 5-6.
block A spans between a1 and a2 and block B spans between b1 and b2, blocks A and B should
be merged if,
∑a2
i=a1
∑a2
j=a1
hij
(a2 − a1)2 <
∑b2
i=a1
∑b2
j=a1
hij
(b2 − a1)2
or∑b2
i=b1
∑b2
j=b1
hij
(b2 − b1)2 <
∑b2
i=a1
∑b2
j=a1
hij
(b2 − a1)2 (4.8)
The loop runs iteratively until no further merging takes place.
The next step is rearranging any blocks where sentences were erroneously allocated to the
prior block instead of being allocated to a subsequent one. This happens as, once a sentence
is allocated to a block, no check can be done as to whether it would be better suited to the
subsequent block.This problem is most prevalent at block boundaries. Hence, a reallocation of
the sentence is done if the sentence is a better fit with the consequent block.
If block A starts at a and ends at i and block B starts at i + 1 and ends at b, the last
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Figure 4.6: When consecutive blocks are considered for merging, average correlation of shaded
area is what decides whether blocks are to be merged. If the block formed by merging the two
shows a higher average similarity value than either one of the blocks, the two blocks are merged
sentence of block A, sentence i is reallocated to block B if,
∑i
j=a hij
(a− i) <
∑b
j=i hij
(i− b) (4.9)
The loop runs iteratively until no further re-allocations take place.
Figure 4.7: Sentence reallocation in successive blocks, if sentence is better suited B2 than B1.
This is done by checking the average similrity of the last sentence of a block to all the sentences
in the next block. If this turns out to be higher than the average similarity it has with sentences
in its own block, the sentence is stitch from the previous block tot he next block.
The final output of the ABETS algorithm is a list of all the blocks in the SLN matrix H,
with their positions and the total count of the blocks.
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The block detection function of the ABETS algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Input: SLN matrix H
Output: list of blocks in SLN matrix H
for each window do
calculate initial threshold;
if block has not been started then
if mean value of λ subsequent columns >threshold then
start block and indicate block has been started;
recalculate threshold;
else
move to next sentence and check for start of block;
end
else
calculate mean value of next column;
if value above threshold then
add sentence to block;
move to next sentence and check for end of block;
else
if tolerance count has been exceeded then
end block and indicate block has been ended;
else
move to next sentence and check for end of block;
end
end
end
end
merge consecutive blocks if needed;
swap sentences if needed;
Algorithm 2: Algorithm for Block Detection
4.4 ABETS Results and Analysis
The ABETS algorithm automatically detects groups of consecutive sentences with high mutual
similarity in the corpus. Checking how well it performed requires labeled text, i.e., text where
semantically coherent segments are already marked [29]. However, such data is hard to obtain,
and the segment labeling is inherently subjective. One way to get around this difficulty is to
use a corpus that is naturally organized into meaningful segments. One such dataset is the
IJCNN corpus that consists of short pieces of text – abstracts – each expected to be semanti-
cally coherent. Of course, it is not necessarily the case that every abstract has high semantic
coherence, not that two consecutive abstracts may not be mutually semantically similar. Indeed,
the latter case often occurs because papers in conferences are organized into topical sessions,
so that several consecutive abstracts can be similar. Nevertheless, using abstracts as a proxy
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for blocks is a reasonable and efficient method if the focus is mainly on checking whether the
abstract boundaries recognized. To a lesser extent, the same can be done with papers in the
NIPS corpus and chapters in The Origin of Species, though here the expectation that the entire
paper or chapter would be a single segment is not realistic, and the focus would be even more
on the boundaries.
The algorithm’s performance is evaluated based on the following criteria. A block is allowed
to start one sentence after an abstract boundary, or end one sentence before an abstract bound-
ary. This leeway is allowed in view of the loose semantic structure of written text. However, a
detected block is considered invalid if it contains parts of two separate abstracts. The percentage
of boundaries detected (% BD) is calculated as:
Percentage of boundaries detected =
Detected abstract boundaries
No. of abstract boundaries
× 100 (4.10)
Another important metric in determining the efficacy of the algorithm is the percentage of
sentences lost (% LS). These sentences are the ones that are a not a part of any of the detected
blocks. It can be argued that some sentences in a corpus do not show any similarity to other
sentences near-by and are missed legitimately. They can be assumed to be ‘filler’ sentences
commonly found in written text. However, missing a lot of sentences is not a good outcome for
the algorithm as it may lead to loss of data and coherence. The percentage of lost sentences is
calculated as:
Percentage of sentences lost =
No. of sentences lost
No. of sentences
× 100 (4.11)
Usually, topics are not expected to continue across the preexisting boundaries in text. Thus,
it can be postulated that all detected blocks should lie entirely within the existing predefined
segments in the text, namely, the abstracts, papers and chapters. This is similar to the bound-
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aries condition, but it is more rigorous in the sense that both the initial and terminal boundary
of the segment should not be violated. The percentage of correctly-captured segments (% CS)
is calculated as :
Percentage of correctly captured segments =
No. of correctly captured segments
No. of segments
× 100
(4.12)
Finally, it is also useful to keep track of the number of blocks extracted, which can be
compared with the known number of textual elements (abstracts, papers and chapters) in the
corpus.
As Look-ahead and tolerance are the two parameters that can be varied for the ABETS
algorithm, a comparative study was done for the results obtained using different values for
these. Based on how the values of %BD, %LS, %CS and the number of blocks extracted change
with variation in each of these parameters, an optimal tuple of values for φ and λ was decided.
For all the corpora, φ was varied from 0 to 2 and λ was varied from 1 to 3.
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4.4.1 IJCNN Corpus Results
The IJCNN corpus has 11,927 sentences and 1,404 non-empty abstracts. There are 1981 unique
word tokens and a total of 95448 words in the corpus after processing.
The results of applying ABETS to this corpus are shown in Table 4.1 for CC weights and
in Table 4.2 for PMI weights. The effect of parameter variation on the performance metrics is
shown in Figures 4.8 - 4.9.
Table 4.1: ABETS results for IJCNN abstracts and CC Weights
Control parameters
φ λ Blocks %BD %SL %CS
0 1 4325 94.95 17.31 80.48
0 2 3809 91.74 9.70 68.02
0 3 3558 86.83 7.16 62.89
1 1 3492 88.68 14.80 72.22
1 2 2919 83.06 7.37 60.97
1 3 2553 77.08 4.77 54.20
2 1 2691 75.94 11.56 59.12
2 2 2156 67.19 5.58 47.51
2 3 1851 61.14 3.45 41.52
Figure 4.8: For the IJCNN corpus and CC weights, the top 3 graphs show the effect varying λ
for a fixed value of φ has on different performance parameters and the bottom 3 graphs show
the effect varying φ for a fixed value of λ has on the same.
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Table 4.2: ABETS results for IJCNN abstracts and PMI Weights
Control parameters
φ λ Blocks %BD %SL %CS
0 1 4609 98.01 10.79 86.18
0 2 4031 95.16 5.41 73.36
0 3 3861 92.24 3.89 69.16
1 1 3884 94.95 9.55 81.34
1 2 3382 92.46 4.60 71.44
1 3 3077 89.40 3.15 66.52
2 1 3313 91.53 8.05 77.07
2 2 2961 89.68 3.88 69.37
2 3 2721 87.19 2.72 65.17
Figure 4.9: For the IJCNN corpus and PMI weights, the top 3 graphs show the effect varying
λ for a fixed value of φ has on different performance parameters and the bottom 3 graphs show
the effect varying φ for a fixed value of λ has on the same.
As it can be observed, for the IJCNN corpus, all the performance parameters, namely %BD,
%SL and %CS decrease in value as λ and φ increase. The highest values of all three parameters
are obtained at φ = 0 and λ = 1, which are their respective lowest value.
Another point to be noted is that the PMI weights outperform the CC weights at almost
every combination of λ and φ.
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4.4.2 NIPS Corpus Results
The NIPS corpus has 18,746 sentences and 150 papers. There are 3160 unique word tokens and
a total of 171992 words in the corpus after processing.
The results of applying ABETS to this corpus are shown in Table 4.3 for CC weights and
in Table 4.4 for PMI weights. The effect of parameter variation on the performance metrics is
shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11.
Table 4.3: ABETS results for NIPS papers and CC Weights
Control parameters
φ λ Blocks %BD %SL %CS
0 1 6735 95.36 17.06 86.00
0 2 5977 92.05 10.00 75.33
0 3 5684 91.39 7.62 75.33
1 1 5543 93.38 15.55 82.00
1 2 4806 89.40 8.88 75.33
1 3 4193 86.75 6.07 72.00
2 1 4328 89.40 12.77 80.00
2 2 3600 81.46 7.05 70.67
2 3 3033 79.47 4.69 66.00
Figure 4.10: For the NIPS corpus and CC weights, the top 3 graphs show the effect varying λ
for a fixed value of φ has on different performance parameters and the bottom 3 graphs show
the effect varying φ for a fixed value of λ has on the same.
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Table 4.4: ABETS results for NIPS papers and PMI Weights
Control parameters
φ λ Blocks %BD %SL %CS
0 1 7124 98.01 10.99 92.67
0 2 6232 96.69 6.16 80.67
0 3 5993 95.36 4.79 76.67
1 1 5838 95.36 10.06 89.33
1 2 5019 96.69 5.30 82.67
1 3 4563 93.38 3.90 77.33
2 1 4586 95.36 8.36 88.00
2 2 3958 94.70 4.52 81.33
2 3 3630 91.39 3.43 75.33
Figure 4.11: For the NIPS corpus and PMI weights, the top 3 graphs show the effect varying λ
for a fixed value of φ has on different performance parameters and the bottom 3 graphs show
the effect varying φ for a fixed value of λ has on the same.
The results for the NIPS corpus are similar to that of the IJCNN corpus, however, for the
PMI weights, the performance of %BD does not drop much on increasing either φ or λ. This
can be attributed to the fact that the NIPS corpus has a lot fewer boundaries than the IJCNN
corpus and the papers themselves are longer.
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4.4.3 The Origin of Species Results
The Origin of Species corpus has 5,335 sentences and 14 chapters. There are 1441 unique word
tokens and a total of 47233 words in the corpus after processing.
The results of applying ABETS to this corpus are shown in Table 4.5 for CC weights and
in Table 4.6 for PMI weights. The effect of parameter variation on the performance metrics is
shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13.
Table 4.5: ABETS results for Origin of Species and CC Weights
Control parameters
φ λ Blocks %BD %SL %CS
0 1 1678 93.33 27.27 64.29
0 2 1534 100.00 17.09 57.14
0 3 1479 93.33 13.14 50.00
1 1 1339 100.00 25.25 64.29
1 2 1157 93.33 15.52 57.14
1 3 1017 93.33 10.89 64.29
2 1 1029 100.00 22.01 57.14
2 2 826 93.33 12.97 57.14
2 3 745 93.33 9.22 64.29
Figure 4.12: For the OoS corpus and CC weights, the top 3 graphs show the effect varying λ
for a fixed value of φ has on different performance parameters and the bottom 3 graphs show
the effect varying φ for a fixed value of λ has one the same.
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Table 4.6: ABETS results for Origin of Species and PMI Weights
Control parameters
φ λ Blocks %BD %SL %CS
0 1 1898 93.33 18.05 71.43
0 2 1719 86.67 10.74 64.29
0 3 1649 100.00 8.08 50.00
1 1 1565 93.33 16.33 71.43
1 2 1394 93.33 9.26 64.29
1 3 1269 93.33 6.56 50.00
2 1 1215 93.33 13.65 71.43
2 2 1065 93.33 7.48 64.29
2 3 975 93.33 5.36 50.00
Figure 4.13: For the OoS corpus and PMI weights, the top 3 graphs show the effect varying λ
for a fixed value of φ has on different performance parameters and the bottom 3 graphs show
the effect varying φ for a fixed value of λ has one the same.
The ABETS results for the Origin of Species corpus are more erratic than for the other two
corpora. However, this corpus has only 14 chapters, and hence, only 15 boundaries. Conse-
quently, the statistical significance of the %BD and the %CS metrics decreases. In addition,
the Origin of Species corpus is not made of full technical papers, or abstracts from technical
papers like the NIPS and IJCNN corpora respectively. As a result, its prose is less concentrated
in topical words than the other two.
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4.4.4 Analysis of ABETS Results
Ideally, the percentage of boundaries detected and the percentage of correctly captured segments
should be maximized and the percentage of sentences lost should be minimized. Consistently,
across all the corpora, the ABETS algorithm performs better for PMI-based weights than for
CC-based weights on the sentences lost and correctly captured segments. For The Origin of
Species corpus, CC performs better in certain cases than PMI on the percentage of boundaries
detected. This phenomenon can be attributed to the paucity of boundaries in this corpus. As
the corpus just has 14 chapters, the boundaries are too few to provide a statistically meaningful
result. Thus, it can be concluded that, in general, the ABETS algorithm performs better with
PMI-based weights.
Taking a look at how the results vary for different values of φ and λ helps in determining
the optimal combination of these parameters. The general trend that can be observed is that
the values of all three performance metrics decreases as φ and λ increase. From a percentage
of boundaries detected and the percentage of correctly captured segments perspective, the best
option is (φ, λ) = (0, 1). However, this setting results in the highest percentage sentences lost.
To resolve this dilemma, it is useful to take a closer look at how the φ and λ values affect the
ABETS algorithm.
The value of φ decides whether the block detection algorithm should tolerate an unrelated
sentence as a part of the block. When this value is set at 0, there is no tolerance, even for a single
sentence of a different topic. As a result, this value yields a higher number of blocks which are
smaller. But these blocks are purer in a topical sense. The λ parameter determines how many
subsequent sentences the algorithm should consider when analyzing the current sentence. The
higher the value, the more likely weaker, topically unrelated sentences are to get through, and
the flatter the topical distribution of the block. Thus, the purest topical blocks are obtained by
setting φ and λ to their lowest values, i.e. (0,1). Even though the sentences lost are the highest
for this setting, it is so because a lot of topic-less sentences are dropped by the algorithm. For
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the other combinations of φ and λ, these sentences are included inside the blocks and end up
diluting the topical coherence of the detected blocks.
One of the things noticeable in the results is the high number of blocks extracted by the
ABETS algorithm. This number is far higher than the actual number of abstracts/papers/chapters
present in the original corpus. PMI-based weights, in particular, lead to concise, topically pure
blocks. The justification for this is that the ABETS algorithm attempts to segment the text
aggressively based on topical variations. In the case of divisions such as chapters or papers,
one fully expects to have many topically different segments within each division. For abstracts,
this is somewhat less likely, but even here, it is not unusual to find an abstract that can be
divided into two or three topical segments. an example of this phenomenon is provided in
Figure 4.14. It is for this reason that the performance measures used in this work are based
more on the number of true boundaries detected (recall) rather than on what fraction of the
detected boundaries are true (precision), since many of the supposedly false detections may, in
fact, be justifiably true semantic boundaries but are not known. It should also be noted that
the ABETS algorithm works purely on the basis of word co-occurrence statistics, and has no
knowledge of explicit syntax or semantics. In a sense, it shows how much semantic structure
can be extracted from texts even without such knowledge. Augmenting ABETS with syntactic
and semantic information could improve it further, but at the cost of decreasing its efficiency
and broad applicability.
An interesting way to understand the heuristic justification for the ABETS algorithm is to
observe the consequences of scrambling the sentences in the SLN, as shown in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.14: Example of an IJCNN abstract [47] split into blocks. The blocks are small but
topically coherent.
Figure 4.15: Comparison of the (1)unscrambled and (2)scrambled versions of the point-wise
mutual information SLN matrix. Block structure disappears on scrambling.
Here, the block structure disappears completely and the ABETS algorithm outputs a block
count on the scale of the number of sentences in the corpus. Thus, it can be concluded that
ABETS algorithm is successful at capturing the coherent topical segments in the corpus when
it is run over an ordered version of the SLN.
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Chapter 5
Topic Detection
5.1 Introduction
The output of the ABETS algorithm is a set of text segments, each presumably representing a
single semantic topic among the set of all topics in the corpus. It is, therefore, logical to cluster
these text segments and thereby obtain the set of topics latent in the corpus. Each cluster would
represent a topic in this case. Since each segment consists of several consecutive sentences, it
can be described more generally as a document. This is useful because the methods described
in this chapter are applicable independent of whether the documents being considered were
obtained via prior segmentation of a corpus or directly as documents in the corpus. Thus, the
segments produced by ABETS are henceforth called documents in this chapter.
As discussed in Chapter 2, extracting topics from a corpus of documents is a well-studied
problem, and several approaches have been proposed for it, including latent Dirichlet allocation
(LDA) [5]. In this chapter, a network-based approach is used, continuing the paradigm on
which W-CLAN and ABETS were based. Here, the documents (or segments) are organized
into a document-level network (DLN), which is then partitioned as was done with the word-
level network in W-CLAN. The resulting partitions are then processed further, producing a
set of topics, each with a characteristic set of words – some of which may be shared by several
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topics. This procedure is called the Algorithm for Semantic Community Extraction in Networks
of Documents (ASCEND).
5.2 Document-Level Network
The first step in ASCEND is building the DLN. Every document in the corpus is a node in
the network. The DLN is built using the parameters that output the best possible results as
analyzed in the previous chapter. This entails using PMI weights and detecting the segments
based on φ and λ values of 0 and 1.
At a conceptual level, the design of the DLN is similar to the design of the SLN. However, the
aggregation of what is essentially a word-level metric at the document level is not an effective
approach to determining similarity. Because of the large number of words in each document, the
potency of the associative metric gets diluted and the resulting network is noisy and ambiguous.
To work around this, instead of summing over all the words in the documents, each document is
represented by a set of keywords, calculated such that they are representative of the underlying
topic of the document or segment. This sharpens the similarity metric and leads to more
meaningful networks.
The determination of the keywords is a critical process in ASCEND. They must be such that
each keyword represents the underlying topic of the document. Moreover, keyword detection
should not depend simply on the frequency of the word, but should capture the importance of
the word for the document.
5.2.1 Determining the Keywords for a Document
A simple, well-established approach for finding salient words in documents is using the term
frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) metric [4]. But TF-IDF is a metric for detecting
whether the occurrence of a word in a document is significant. If a word occurs in most
documents – even once – it must have a higher frequency in the current document for its
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occurrence in the document to be regarded as salient. This is motivated by information retrieval,
where the term is the query and the goal is to discover whether the document is relevant for the
query. The issue under consideration in ASCEND is the reverse: To determine words that are
most representative of the document within the set of all the words in it. Corpus-level relevance
also has to be taken into account while making this decision.
To meet the above requirements, a new metric was developed called the word document
importance (WDI) metric. It is calculated as follows:
For word w and document d, let:
P (w) =
Number of occurrences of w in corpus
Number of unique words in the corpus
(5.1)
P (w|d) = Number of occurrences of w in d
Number of unique words in the document
(5.2)
Then, word importance (WI) is given by,
WI(w, d) = log
P (w|d)
P (w)
(5.3)
Only the non-negative values of WI are retained.
The WI metric is modified by a more document-centric metric, called the weight contri-
bution measure (WCM). For word w and document d, if n is the total number of words in the
document and W is the basic weight metric being used, WCMw,d is given by,
WCM(w, d) =
∑n
j=1Ww,j∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1Wi,j
(5.4)
WCM basically measure what fraction of the total weights from the document d are con-
tributed by the word w.
The WDI measure is a product of WI and WCM . The measure gives a value for every
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word in every document.
For every word w, the documents that lie within the top 66.66% percentile of the calculated
WDI values are labeled with the word. This is done for all words. This process yields a
different number of keywords for each document, based on how many important words it has.
Some documents end up with no keywords, indicating that they do not represent any topic
significantly. The thresholding value was chosen such that most documents get labeled, but no
document ends up having too many keywords.
These keywords are then used as signatures of each document in calculating the weights of the
DLN. Suppose W is the normalized version of the weight metric developed for the corresponding
WLN. If the pth document is labeled by x unique keywords, and the qth document y unique
keywords, the weight between p and q is given as,
W docp,q =
x∑
i=1
y∑
j=1
Wi,j × log fp,i × log fq,j (5.5)
where i = 1...x & j = 1...y
fp,i = frequency of ith word in the pth document
fq,j = frequency of jth word in the qth document
The self weight of a document is given by,
Wdocp,p = 0 (5.6)
The weights are multiplied by the log of the frequency of the keywords to emphasize the
important of more frequent keywords.
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5.3 Document-Level Network Analysis
The DLN gives a mapping of how the documents are related to each other, and highly connected
groups of documents, i.e., modules, are likely to belong to the same topic.
Once all the keywords have been determined for all (or most) documents, the Louvain algo-
rithm [8] is applied to the generated DLN. This algorithm outputs a group of communities based
on the maximization of the modularity of the DLN. Each community is a cluster of topically
related documents. To extract the representative words for the community, the keywords for
each document in a community are taken into account. The more frequent a keyword is among
all the documents in the community, the higher its significance for topic of the community.
Thus, each topic acquires a set of signature keywords sorted in order of significance.
For a keyword w in a community c consisting of Nd documents, topical importance (TI) is
expressed as,
TIw,c =
Nd∑
i=1
fw,i (5.7)
where i = 1..Nd and fw,i is the frequency of the keyword for the document d
5.4 Results and Comparison with LDA
The topics detected by ASCEND are represented by a signature set of keywords sorted in order
of significance. These can be compared with similar ordered word lists produced by the most
widely used algorithm for topic extraction: latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [5]. LDA treats
documents as bag of words and needs to be provided the number of topics to be detected. In
this analysis, the number of topics provided as an input to the LDA algorithm was set equal to
the number of topics detected by the ASCEND algorithm.
To compare the topic detected by ASCEND and LDA, a similarity metric was devised using
the presence and order of the representative words across topics. This metric uses the top 20
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words from both topics. The similarity between the ith and jth topics is expressed as:
Stopic(i, j) = 1− (20−Nw) +
∑Nw
k=1
|pi−pj |
20
20
(5.8)
where pi is the position of word w in the ith topic and pj is the position of word w in the
jth topic, and Nw is the count of words that occur in both topics.
Stopic(i, j) gives an output of 1 only when topic i and topic j contain identical words, in
the exact same order. If the words are shuﬄed, the output for Stopic(i, j) will be positive, and
its exact value will depend upon how scrambled the order is. On the other hand, if the topics
share no common words in their top 20 words, the value of Stopic(i, j) is 0. Importance has been
placed on the order as both ASCEND and LDA rank words as to how important they are to a
topic. Topics that share similar words may not be exactly identical if the order of importance
assigned to the words is changed. This difference is captured in the Stopic metric.
The lists of top 20 words for all topics produced by ASCEND and LDA for each of the
three corpora are shown in Tables 5.1 through 5.8. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 give the nine ASCEND
topics for the IJCNN corpus and Tables 5.3 and 5.4 the topics discovered by LDA when asked
to generate 9 topics. Tables 5.5 and 5.6 give the ASCEND and LDA results, respectively, for
the NIPS corpus, and Tables 5.7 and 5.8 give the results for The Origin of Species.
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Table 5.1: Topics 1-5 of 9 in the IJCNN corpus using ASCEND
Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5
agent accuracy spiking kernel convergence
robot ensemble firing layer particle
brain data temporal neural search
sensor classifier coding probability solution
reasoning assessment synchronization network speed
cognitive better population function swarm
research yields cortex density guarantee
human benchmark cell pca bounded
aspects available circuit discriminant noise
important small corresponding recurrent addition
main subset response principal scheme
language existing hierarchical hidden algorithm
described traditional according feedforward rate
communication conventional presence multilayer faster
possible superior lateral complexvalued quadratic
emerging increase neurons analysis stability
reinforcement validation direction parameters differential
inspired database pulse separate appropriate
enables empirical increase domain stable
paradigm selection synaptic transformation asymptotic
Table 5.2: Topics 6-9 of 9 in the IJCNN corpus using ASCEND
Topic 6 Topic 7 Topic 8 Topic 9
detection clustering prediction vector
recognition unsupervised power support
flow map energy machine
contains som series svr
optical distance forecasting svm
variations metric time idea
extraction dimensional nn svdd
traffic selforganizing interval learning
recognize growing wind discriminant
facial tool load form
segmentation text historical potential
pose categorization ahead utilized
object region days best
automatically attributes general known
motion preserved fitness eeg
features centroids demand tool
intensity topological esn create
sign extension rotor basis
speech gas weather suitable
moving collaborative exogenous period
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Table 5.3: Topics 1-5 of 9 in the IJCNN corpus using LDA
Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5
learning process data model network
new control set neurons neural
clustering general classification patterns using
number developed classifier activity simulation
algorithm design performance study present
machine implementation training behavior architecture
vector work using complex dynamic
map adaptive class brain power
input robot accuracy mechanism allows
structure provide datasets spiking output
space present selection input layer
introduce computational obtained associated type
kernel environment compared memory computational
similar research samples computational recurrent
support capability ensemble biological filter
rule dynamic test information rate
applications identify labeled level operation
called experiments decision human single
given specific results connections order
large task effective response scheme
Table 5.4: Topics 6-9 of 9 in the IJCNN corpus using LDA
Topic 6 Topic 7 Topic 8 Topic 9
algorithm model proposed features
problem using method using
function time approach image
optimal results results analysis
estimation prediction based recognition
training important using detection
weights state technique signal
parameters order experimental object
performance applications evaluated based
nonlinear effective improve extraction
linear series present information
valued shown measure representation
error based combination visual
solve strategy performance task
convergence compared general represent
proposed test considered discriminant
case means svm component
applied variables applied noise
robust forecasting problem demonstrate
approximate artificial constructed achieve
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Table 5.5: Topics in the NIPS corpus using ASCEND
Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5
function excitatory pomdp hidden feature
bound visual conclusions propagation cluster
error spike improved variables transformation
posterior neurons work belief ica
product sound process monte image
margin synaptic decision carlo face
term spectral better network digital
denote frequency language node pca
normal synapses past variance principal
minimum stimuli important discrete wavelet
adaboost output introduction hmm components
multiplier connections statistical gaussian coefficients
convex signal application topology subspace
gaussian circuit decomposition neal unsupervised
unique phase retrieval loopy pixel
iteration strength algorithm infinite mutual
gradient auditory robot exactly members
expansion light dialogs root gabor
maximum tuning multiclass mixture handwritten
constant dendritic test units space
Table 5.6: Topics in the NIPS corpus using LDA
Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5
neurons model training state function
input distribution set learning algorithm
network data data time results
figure image feature model case
time estimate performance computational generalization
model gaussian test observed set
activity parameters example problem following
response variables number approximation approximation
connections mean class probability error
effect components prediction space point
information prior linear policy defined
cells figure input process method
output approach vector markov bound
visual density kernel dynamics let
rate posterior selected action optimal
neural source information sample note
spike generalization space belief node
synaptic shows based step given
current mixture learning represent solution
fig likelihood similar possible problem
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Table 5.7: Topics in The Origin of Species corpus using ASCEND
Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 6 Topic 7
new descent hybrids accumulated breeds instincts wax
productions forms flower formations wild occasionally intersection
competition structure plants age domestic nest bees
supplant groups variability fossil races food spheres
country naturalists slight remains horse birds planes
forms considered effected appear aboriginal slaves cells
inhabitants resemblance growth sediment tumbler habits hexagonal
climate rudimentary profitable long stock prey commencement
spread affinities offspring preserved bars action wall
temperate lines special intervals color young comb
plants members vigorous deposited animals eggs adjoining
widely connected individuals fossiliferous tendency carried proper
terrestrial early pollen probably legs pupae excavate
better subordinate external geological stripes seeds layer
continued modification structure away tail water honey
change classification sterility rock pigeon transport basins
america serve produced period dogs earth sides
migration order females change breeders masters huber
south ranked affected enormous carrier probably flat
isolated progenitor direct infer pouter rarely spherical
Table 5.8: Topics in The Origin of Species corpus using LDA
Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 6 Topic 7
species breeds species species natural islands characters
plants instincts varieties forms selection world organic
believe domestic generally period animals inhabitants groups
number habits crossed formations structure period descended
case selection fertility existing produced facts forms
large bees distinct intermediate extremely america modification
far nest hybrids living case land life
great size case theory life productions common
almost races facts change place sea extinct
individuals pigeon variability varieties organic climate generally
doubt cells degree geological supposed continent successive
instance wild sterility remains probably europe genera
long inherited offspring great effected migration important
come stock domestic appear state seeds class
difficulty birds remarked look slight distant view
continued male ranked intervals increase regions variation
animals young produced accumulated existing forms order
present variation parent long given south inherited
single dogs plants record cause oceanic naturalists
subject attribute country fossil insects new understand
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As a list does not exactly elucidate on the magnitude of the importance of the words, word-
clouds of the top 50 words for the top 4 topics for ASCEND and LDA are also provided for all
3 corpora:
Figure 5.1: Word-clouds for the top 4 communities using ASCEND for the IJCNN corpus
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Figure 5.2: Word-clouds for the top 4 communities using LDA for the IJCNN corpus
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Figure 5.3: Word-clouds for the top 4 communities using ASCEND for the NIPS corpus
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Figure 5.4: Word-clouds for the top 4 communities using LDA for the NIPS corpus
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Figure 5.5: Word-clouds for the top 4 communities using ASCEND for the Origin of Species
corpus
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Figure 5.6: Word-clouds for the top 4 communities using LDA for the Origin of Species corpus
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Figure 5.7 - 5.9 show the Stopic(i, j) metric for the LDA topics with respect to all the
ASCEND topics for the corresponding corpus.
Figure 5.7: ASCEND and LDA topic comparison for IJCNN corpus.
Figure 5.8: ASCEND and LDA topic comparison for NIPS corpus
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Figure 5.9: ASCEND and LDA topic comparison for Origin of Species
On analyzing the output for the Stopic(i, j) metric in 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9, it can be seen that
none of the ASCEND and LDA topics share a similarity of more than 0.3. However, Stopic(i, j)
is a very strict metric, which will yield a similarity of 1 only if the topics are exactly the same,
and the words are in the exact same order. If the results are looked at in more detail, it can be
observed in some cases, an ASCEND topic is similar to only one LDA topic and vice versa (e.g.
ASCEND topic 1 and LDA topic 2 for the NIPS corpus in 5.8). This indicates the presence of
a one as to one correspondence in topics between the algorithms. The more common scenario
is that a topic in ASCEND or LDA is spread across multiple topics in the other (e.g. ASCEND
topic 1 is spread across LDA topics 1,3,4,5 for the Origin of Species corpus in 5.9).
It can be seen that the ASCEND algorithm and the LDA algorithm generate mostly dif-
ferent sets of topics based on the results of the comparison metric. The results do share a few
communities, but even then, there is a lot of difference as to which words are important in
the communities. LDA tends to place more importance on the frequency of words, as demon-
strated by the presence of the word using, the most frequent word in the IJCNN corpus, in 4
communities detected by LDA. On the other hand, using is completely absent in the ASCEND
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communities for IJCNN. The importance of words in the ASCEND communities seems to be
centered around how many important words a particular word is connected to. This is a direct
consequence of the algorithm behind the choice of keywords for a document.
On the whole, the topics detected by LDA are more diffuse in nature. This is to be expected
as LDA is a bag of words approach at a document level. On the other hand, ASCEND provides
more sharply defined topics. An example of this can be seen in the IJCNN corpus where
ASCEND finds the Support Vector Machines and Self Organized Feature Maps topics. These
topics are well-known subsets of the Neural Networks domain. LDA completely ignores these
topics and finds topics centered around general terms like models and algorithms, which are
not very useful. This can also be seen in The Origin of Species corpus. ASCEND detects a
topic about bees and honeycombs which Darwin talks about at length under the subsection Cell
making instinct of the hive-bee in the chapter titled Instinct. However, as this is a subsection
of a chapter, LDA loses this topic on account of it being diluted.
What ASCEND is able to exploit is the hierarchical structure of topics in a text. A single
document consists of multiple topics and subtopics. The network-based approach is able to
extract these topics at a very granular level owing to the aggressive segmentation in the ABETS
algorithm. The ASCEND process then merges together these small subtopics in an optimal way
to form the final set of topics. This decomposition and restructuring is able to extract strong
topics that are mentioned sparingly in the text. Text tends to include a lot of verbiage that is
more consequential to the structure of the document than to its meaning. The network-based
approach is able to look past this.
In summary, it be concluded that local structure plays an important role in topic detection
and these aspects are not captured by LDA. There have been attempts to extend LDA to
capture this element of text, but they either require a lot of optimization by learning the
required parameters[48] or are restricted to a certain type of text [49]. Thus the ASCEND
approach has some clear advantages compared to bag of words based topic models.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis has reported on the development of a network-based approach for text segmentation
and topic detection that is termed communities in lexical associative networks (CLAN). This
resulted in the development of two algorithms: ABETS and ASCEND. There were run on three
different datasets of different types: 1. a corpus of abstracts for IJCNN 2009, 2011 and 2013;
2. a corpus of papers from NIPS 2012; and 3. The Origin of Species. The results showed that
both algorithms were able to accomplish their tasks with respect to the criteria used to judge
their performance.
The CLAN approach can be divided into three basic elements:
1. The first part of the approach involves the development of word association metrics to
form lexical association networks that implicitly capture semantic information from the
corpus. Three words association metrics were developed and tested using the W-CLAN
process, namely (a) joint probability; (b) correlation coefficient; and (c) pointwise mu-
tual information. The performance of each of these metrics was evaluated by detecting
word communities in a word level network constructed from the corpus, and heuristically
evaluating the quality of the detected communities.
2. The second component of CLAN is text segmentation using the ABETS algorithm. The
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ABETS algorithm was heuristically tested against a set of quality parameters to evaluate
its performance. It was shown that though the algorithm aggressively segments the text,
the resultant segments are semantically pure, and can thus be used as the basis for the
inference of topics in the corpus.
3. In the last part, ASCEND detected topics from the text corpora by constructing an
associative network of segments and applying community extraction to this network. The
performance of the topic detection approach was tested against LDA, a standard topic
detection algorithm. The topics discovered by the CLAN approach were quite different
from those found by LDA, and – at least in qualitative terms – CLAN managed to capture
more of sub-document level topical structure in the text corpora.
CLAN managed to exploit the associative nature of words in texts to find the topics latent
within each text corpus. It provides a flexible system that both segments text and them finds the
topics from these segments. As a result, CLAN can be applied to corpora that do not exhibit a
document structure. In addition, CLAN is scalable owing to the parallelizability of the ABETS
algorithm and unsupervised in nature, as the number of topics need not be predetermined, and
no reference information is provided to any algorithm. Thus CLAN represents an effective tool
for segmentation and topic detection for large corpora of unstructured text usually found on
the internet.
Though the results from CLAN are encouraging, there are many avenues for improving the
existing system. Directions for future research include the following:
Networks based on parts of speech: Currently, CLAN ignores all syntactic information.
However, there are interesting possibilities to be studied if the word networks are divided
into parts of speech networks like noun networks and verb networks. This could possibly
detect patterns that get suppressed in the current naive network.
Combining multiple models: The word communities detected by all weight metrics show
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some distinct properties. This suggests that it may be useful to build networks for all three
weight metrics and combine the results they produce in a mixture of experts formulation.
There is a possibility that this may capture more about the underlying structure of the
text, and therefore, lead to better segmentation and topic detection.
Better saliency detection in the pre-processing step: The performance of the whole al-
gorithm depends upon the initial word filtering process that takes place in the pre-
processing step. Improving this process will benefit the all the subsequent steps. However,
determining the true saliency of a word is a difficult problem. Work is being carried out
in the CASL lab at the University of Cincinnati towards this end [50]
Networks that better capture polysemy and synonymy: A word can have multiple mean-
ings (polysemy) while multiple words can have similar meanings (synonymy). A fuure
development of the CLAN approach could be trying to capture this aspect of language by
making use of WordNet [18] and similar databases.
Other community detection algorithms: Thought he Louvain algorithm [8] has been used
in CLAN, there are many competing algorithms for community detection. Some provide
advantages like being able to detect overlapping communities, while other utilize other
parameters than network structure and are not susceptible to the same problems [51, 52].
The communities detected by these approaches need to be explored to determine if all the
topical structure is being captured.
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